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Jeffrey Esptein case: Victims' attorneys blast prosecutors' timetable
The timetable from the Assistant U.S. Attorneys would mean it would be at least
seven months for the controversial case to be resolved. Attorneys representing two
of the victims bristled at the delay…

http://palmbeachpost.com/news/20190510/jeffrey-esptein-case-victims-attorneys-blast-…

Three months after a federal judge blasted prosecutors for violating the rights of

teenage girls who were sexually abused by Jeffrey Epstein at his Palm Beach

mansion, government attorneys have done little to begin righting the wrongs that

occurred more than a decade ago.

Prosecutors have not met with any of the victims who weren't told when federal

prosecutors in 2007 agreed not to pursue charges that could have put the politically-

connected Epstein behind bars for years, according to court papers filed Friday.

Prosecutors have not said what they intend to do to address U.S. District Judge

Kenneth Marra's ruling that they violated the federal Crime Victims' Rights Act by

not conferring with the young women before they inked what most consider a

sweetheart deal.

Instead, in court papers, federal prosecutors are asking for two months to talk to at

least 30 women who were paid to have sex with Epstein when they were as young as

14.  

 

They said it would then take them another roughly 5mos to figure out how to unravel

the legal mess.

Attorneys who are representing two of the victims bristled at the suggestion that

federal prosecutors are seeking at least seven months, probably more, to resolve an

issue that has been festering for more than a decade.
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"They have engaged in obfuscation, misrepresentation and delay," said Jack Scarola,

who represents two women who convinced Marra that prosecutors bowed to pressure

from Epstein's high-powered attorneys and, in doing so, violated their rights.

Instead of a seven-month timetable, Scarola and Bradley Edwards and former federal

judge Paul Cassell are suggesting that the long-running saga could be wrapped up in

less than three months.

But, they said, if Marra is inclined to give federal prosecutors seven months to decide

whether Epstein's controversial non-prosecution agreement should be thrown out,

they want to be able to gather more information about how the agreement came to

be.

To that end, they said they would like to depose former Palm Beach County State

Attorney Barry Krischer, who angered Palm Beach police by refusing to pursue child

molestation charges against Epstein for paying high school girls for sex.

Krischer, who left office in 2008, has steadfastly refused to talk about his role in the

accord. 

 

Of course.

The victims' attorneys also said they want to interview @SecretaryAcosta who was at

the helm of the USAO in South Florida when the deal was crafted. While emails detail

a cozy relationship between Acosta, line prosecutors & Epstein's attorneys, much is

still unknown.

For instance, in an email, Krischer said he was "glad" to work out a deal for reasons

he would not "put in writing," Edwards wrote in court papers. 

 

A Krischer deposition might be fun.  
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sexual harassment lawsuit against him in the Palm Beach 
County circuit court. 
 
It was dismissed 
A few months later, she took him to fed court. accusing him of 
making aggressive unwanted advances.
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As part of the two-way deal, Acosta and his prosecutors secretly agreed to let Epstein

plead guilty to two prostitution charges in state court. 

 

REMINDER: MINORS ARE NOT PROSTITUTES.

In return, Acosta shelved a 52-page federal indictment that had been prepared

against Epstein, who counts Trump, former President Bill Clinton and Britain Prince
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Andrew as friends.

The agreement remained secret for more than a year until lawyers for Epstein's

victims and the media successfully sued to make it public.

Unraveling the complex deal isn't easy, Assistant USAttys Jill Steinberg & Nathan

Kitchens wrote, explaining why they need more time. Numerous issues are in play,

incl Epstein's constitutional rights & the prospect that the women could be forced to

return $ Epstein paid them.

Scarola disputed the prosecutors' claims that the women could be forced to return

any money they received from Epstein.  

 

They didn't know about the non-prosecution agreement when they settled their

lawsuits, he said. They bargained in good faith.

Further, he said, while court records show that three of Epstein's victims got $5.5

million settlements, most got far less. The amounts are unknown because the other

settlements were confidential.

Some of the victims would probably rather return the money they received and see

Epstein put behind bars, Scarola said. Nothing would stop them from filing future

lawsuits, demanding even more money from Epstein for having sex with them when

they were teens.

Scarola agreed that each of the victims are going to have different opinions about how

to proceed.

But, he insisted, it shouldn't take seven months to sort out. 

 

First, he said, the government should announce what it plans to do to compensate the

women for violating their rights. Then, he said his legal team and Epstein's battery of

attorneys could respond.

Steinberg and Kitchens countered that the victims' attorneys should file papers

explaining what their clients are seeking. 

 

Scarola said they outlined their demands 7 years ago. It is time for prosecutors to

respond to it.

Since prosecutors violated the women's rights, Scarola has argued that the contract

Epstein and prosecutors signed was illegal. Therefore, it is unenforceable and it

should be thrown out.

Marra made it clear that he wanted the prosecutors and the victims' attorneys to

figure out the best way for him to fashion a remedy for Epstein's victims. However, he

also made it clear he wasn't second-guessing prosecutors' decision not to charge

Epstein in federal court.

"The court is not ruling that the decision not to prosecute was improper," Marra

wrote. "The court is simply ruling that, under the facts of this case, there was a

violation under the CVRA."
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